
Find opportunities.
Identify partners.
Outmaneuver competitors.

Clarity. Not something typically associated with pouring over millions of 
data records across countless sources trying to find and make sense of 
specific markets within the vast ocean of aerospace, defense, and 
technology business. And yet, this is what DACIS delivers each day to 
thousands of industry professionals like you to fuel their business engines.

From its continuous, thorough collection of government data, breaking 
news, and corporate information, DACIS makes it all interpretable and 
blends in powerful analytical tools and insights from expert analysts to 
create a fully integrated, easy-to-navigate system you can trust.

Market intelligence clarity as you’ve always wanted. 

Decisive intelligence for decisive results.

Programs, companies, contracts, cost centers, customers, and all 
associated data is just part of DACIS. Inside DACIS is a breadth of 
capability and seamless integration which makes being competitive 
intuitive and decisive.

Why DACIS?

Because every advantage 
matters. DACIS makes it 
fast and easy to navigate, 
isolate, and capture the 
information you need from 
millions of data records 
spread across domestic and 
international sources in the 
aerospace, defense, and 
Federal technology 
markets.

What’s in DACIS
• 100 million records

• Every U.S. government 
contract since FY04

• Companies from across 
70 nations

• 500,000 U.S. contractors

• Merger acquisition news 
and analysis 

• Primes, subs, and 
teaming arrangements

• Drill-down rankings and  
line-item constructs

• Configurable alerts

• Record sharing

• Consolidated overviews

• Interactive allocation 
charts

• Report generation

How DACIS helps
• Near real-time insight so 

you can act on contract 
funding

• Enables all users, not just 
data experts, to gain 
decisive perspectives

• Isolates and quantifies 
competitor pipelines, 
breakdown recompetes

Request your
no-risk trial!

Integration unlocks the information you want.

Guided, savable searches that bring you the specific results you seek – fast!

www.dacis.info



DACIS:  For the Pursuit. For the Win.

DACIS Professional Edition provides comprehensive coverage of the worldwide defense, 
aerospace, and government marketplace. Six seamlessly integrated modules deliver the market 
intelligence required for your business development and strategic planning processes:

If your business needs more than just information, then DACIS is the market intelligence you need.

Breaking defense and aerospace industry news and information. Integrated with 
all modules, Newswire provides context and background that others can’t.

Business unit-specific data such as structure, subsidiaries, JVs, and equity 
interests on thousands of companies and 500,000+.government contractors. 

Information on the requirements and scope of thousands of major programs 
with links to suppliers, contract obligations to date, and more.

Contracts information beyond government databases offering details of work 
performed, subcontractor involvement, and even losing bidders.

Information about government agencies, first-tier prime contractors, and 
commercial entities that buy defense and aerospace products and services.

Contract Opportunities service that delivers the industry's largest source of new 
business leads, plus Profiles, Alerts, and DACIS integration.

Better understand the plans and priorities of the 
industry's largest customer. Access funding 
projections and trends, link to related projects, 
detailed roadmaps, and more.

Unparalleled market coverage and C4ISR 
opportunity research capabilities to help you 
make the right opportunity decisions in your 
capture management practices.

The DM&A service leverages the massive 
holdings, data, and analysis of DACIS to provide 
comprehensive coverage and daily insight into 
the industry’s merger and acquisition activity.

Understand Defense Department Spending!

Know about mergers and acquisitions!

Find opportunities in the C4ISR market! 

Contracts

Programs

Companies

Newswire

Customers

Opps

DoD Budget Advance/C4ISR

Defense M&A

Unleash the power of the U.S. government’s 
“Mother of All Databases”—greatly enhancing 
your understanding of markets, companies, and 
customers.

Make the power of FPDS yours today! 
FPDS Pro™

Fueled by search, powered by integration, DACIS drives deep 
insights to make you more competitive - faster.

Extending the Power.

Experience DACIS with a no-risk trial or schedule your demonstration today!
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Start getting more done for a whole lot less.

DACIS Professional

www.dacis.info


